Ingleborough Walks
Walk 5

Along the Ribble Way between
Settle and Horton in Ribblesdale

The Walk

From Settle Market Place, (five minutes’ walk from the
station) head along the narrow lane at the side of The
Naked Man café leading into Kirkgate. Keep straight
ahead but turn sharp right into a narrow alleyway just
beyond Proctor House This leads behind Whitefriars
(toilets), under Settle Viaduct to emerge onto Church
Lane. Turn left to reach and cross Settle Bridge, crossing
over the road over to take the signed and waymarked
path between River Ribble and the playing field. This path
twists left then right then across stiles and fields to the
Stackhouse road. Cross to the stile opposite to follow the
path right behind the wall over more stiles. At Stackhouse
re-join the lane, but continue straight ahead into and
through the hamlet, turning right to follow the track back
to the road. Cross, but turn right down the next track
towards the footbridge and weir at Langcliffe - note the
salmon leap built into the weir.
Do not cross the bridge but go through the gate which
leads to the footpath along the west bank of the Ribble.
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This goes through more stiles along the edge of a narrow
pasture upstream opposite Langcliffe Mill. Continue
along the riverside to where the path squeezes between
river and embankment, ascending to cross a narrow stile
before emerging below a caravan park. Keep ahead to
eventually reach the narrow gorge and falls of Stainforth
Force.
Ahead is Stainforth Packhorse Bridge. Cross the bridge
climbing the hill until just before the railway, turn right
through a field gate. Enter a walled track which heads
back above the river, soon turning left to cross the
railway. Before reaching the main road take the gate on
the right which leads into a picnic site, in the far corner
of which a tunnel under the busy B6479 road leads to
Stainforth car park and public toilets. Continue into the
village, the Craven Heifer Inn on your right
Unless you are going to the inn, turn left at the cross
roads. Where this lane turns right, keep ahead along a
track, following the Ribble Way and Pennine Journey
signs. After 100 metres, turn right along the Ribble Way
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Along the Ribble Way between Settle
and Horton in Ribblesdale

Travel Information
Distance:
Time required:
Start:
Finish:

River Ribble

This walk follows the Ribble Way long distance
path between Settle and Horton, with Stainforth
and its beautiful 17th century packhorse bridge a
highlight of the walk, There are also outstanding
views of both Ingleborough and Pen y Ghent from
Long Lane, before the descent into the village of
Horton
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Settle
to Skipton and Leeds

8 miles.
4½ hours plus times for stops.
Settle Station or Market Place.
Horton in Ribblesdale - Pen y Ghent café or
Station.
Travel:
Outward: Leeds-Settle-Carlisle Line train or
Craven Connection bus 580/581 to Settle.
Return: Leeds-Settle-Carlisle Line train from
Horton in Ribblesdale.
Terrain/Grade: Moderate to strenuous - two steady climbs
and several stiles. Field and riverside paths
and moorland tracks.
Refreshments: Choice of pubs, shops and cafés in Settle.
Craven Heifer pub in Stainforth and two
pubs The Crown and Golden Lion in Horton,
plus the popular Pen y Ghent Café.
Toilets:
In Whitefriars Settle, and National Park car
parks in Stainforth and Horton.

over stiles, ascending steeply out of Stainforth above
the shallow ravine of How Beck, behind Bargh Hill. After
about a mile you eventually reach Moor Head Lane, a
walled track. Turn left here to descend to the junction
with Long Lane. Turn right here. Long Lane, another
typical Pennine walled track ascends in a straight line,
due north-eastwards along the shoulder of Pen y Ghent,
a long slow slog, compensated at every step - in good
weather - by spectacular views. Geologists will note here
the contrast between the classic Great Scar Limestone
directly opposite, gouged out in huge terraces by the
huge quarrying operations at Horton Quarry, with the
darker, much more ancient outcrops and quarry faces
further south where far more ancient Silurian slates are
extracted for use as tough stone for surfacing roads all
over the north of England.
Even more impressive are the views across to the ever
emerging panorama of Ingleborough, Simon and Park
Fells as you ascend, with the tips of Whernside and
Blea Moor coming into view, and the great sweep of the
Bowland Fells beyond the dale to the south.
The gradient eases very slightly, as you cross through
a field gate, the village of Horton in Ribblesdale and
its church in the distance below you. Continue past a
shallow ford to the next gate, 120 metres beyond which
a wooden footpath sign indicates the start of a lovely
green way. This leaves Long Lane to descend gently,
along the hillside, towards Dub Cote Farm below. The
track broadens and descends towards a wall. Do not go
through the gate ahead, but take the ladder stile over the
wall below left. This gives access to a faint grassy path,
which follow the wall before bearing left and curving
down the hillside to join a broader Landrover track that
descends towards the farm. Cross the stile at the farm
to enter the track that passes the farm and meets a
tarmac lane.
Follow this quiet, narrow lane, dominated by views of
Pen y Ghent summit to your right, as it winds between
pastures. At a T-junction turn right, heading now past
Brackenbottom Farm, where you might be surprised to
discover a falconry centre. You now join the inevitably
busy Three Peaks Walk for a few hundred yards. Continue
until the Primary School, just beyond which a footbridge,
right, crosses the stream from Douk Ghyl Cave. Cross,
turning right for a few yards to where an enclosed track
bears left past a farm. This reaches Horton Scar Lane,
another enclosed track this time carrying the Pennine
Way. Turn left here into the village - the welcoming Crown
Inn is on your right, Pen y Ghent Café and Golden Lion
Inn on your left.
Turn right for the car park, toilets. To reach the station
continue past the car park, crossing the footbridge and
continuing alongside the road for 400m.

